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Summary: Multimodal machine learning is the study of computer algorithms that learn and improve
through the use and experience of multimodal data. It brings unique challenges for both computational and
theoretical research given the heterogeneity of various data sources. In week 5’s discussion session, the class
aimed to define a taxonomy of the main processes in multimodal reasoning and the key technical challenges
that arise from reasoning-based approaches. Specifically, the class were asked to think about how multimodal
reasoning (1) affects how we model cross-modal interactions, (2) can be embedded in a machine learning
system, or (3) studied in a large-scale pre-training models via post-hoc methods. The following was a list of
provided research probes:

1. What are the various reasoning processes required in multimodal tasks, where data comes from
heterogeneous sources? What could be a taxonomy of the main processes involved in multimodal
reasoning?

2. Are there unique technical challenges that arise because reasoning is performed on multimodal data?
What are these unique challenges? How can we start studying these challenges in future research?

3. How should we model cross-modal interactions when performing reasoning over multimodal data?
Grounding words with visual objects could be an example of a reasoning step required with multimodal
data. Other reasoning involved in modeling the different types of cross-modal interactions (e.g., additive,
multiplicative)?

4. What are the main advantages of reasoning-based approaches, when compared to the large-scale pre-
training methods discussed last week? What are the potential issues with reasoning? Can we perform
reasoning on very large datasets? Can pre-training methods eventually learn reasoning processes similar
to humans? Or will we still need human and domain knowledge to some extent?

5. Can you imagine a way to uncover the reasoning capabilities of black-box model, such as a large-scale
pre-trained model? How can one discover specifically the cross-modal reasoning processes in such a
black-box model?

6. To what extent do we need external knowledge when performing reasoning, specifically multimodal
reasoning? What type of external knowledge is likely to be needed to succeed in multimodal reasoning?

As background, students read the following papers:

1. (Required) Clevrer: Collision events for video representation and reasoning [Yi et al., 2019]
2. (Required) Neuro-Symbolic Visual Reasoning: Disentangling “Visual” from “Reasoning” [Amizadeh

et al., 2020]
3. (Suggested) Learning to Compose and Reason with Language Tree Structures for Visual Grounding

[Hong et al., 2019]
4. (Suggested) Heterogeneous Graph Learning for Visual Commonsense Reasoning [Yu et al., 2019]
5. (Suggested) Multimodal Logical Inference System for Visual-Textual Entailment [Suzuki et al., 2019]
6. (Suggested) A Closer Look at the Robustness of Vision-and-Language Pre-trained Models [Li et al.,

2020a]
7. (Suggested) CLEVR: A Diagnostic Dataset for Compositional Language and Elementary Visual
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Reasoning [Johnson et al., 2017]
8. (Suggested) VQA-LOL: Visual Question Answering under the Lens of Logic [Gokhale et al., 2020]
9. (Suggested) Deep Compositional Question Answering with Neural Module Networks [Andreas et al.,

2016]
10. (Suggested) Towards Causal VQA: Revealing and Reducing Spurious Correlations by Invariant and

Covariant Semantic Editing [Agarwal et al., 2020]
11. (Suggested) Building a Large-scale Multimodal Knowledge Base System for Answering Visual Queries

[Zhu et al., 2015]
12. (Suggested) KAT: A Knowledge Augmented Transformer for Vision-and-Language [Gui et al., 2021]

We summarize several main takeaway messages from group discussions below:

1 Definition and Taxonomy of Reasoning

Reasoning in either unimodal or multimodal tasks can be defined as follows: given a set of concepts expressed
through atomic evidences, reasoning defines a process where atomic evidences are composed, possibly via
multiple hierarchical steps, to form more abstract concepts useful for making high-level predictions. The
reasoning process can be classified along (but not limited to) the following different dimensions:

• What constitutes an atomic evidence and what constitutes a step in reasoning? These are often defined
by the user designing a model, typically through the selection of a data structure to represent the
reasoning process. Different choices of data structures represent different parameterizations of atoms
and relations. Commonly used data structures include logical operators [Gokhale et al., 2020, Amizadeh
et al., 2020] (each step is a logical operation such as AND/OR), trees [Hong et al., 2019] and graphs [Zhu
et al., 2015, Yu et al., 2019] (each step is an edge between nodes), or modules [Andreas et al., 2016].

• Single-step vs multi-step reasoning: for example, when reasoning through a knowledge graph, how many
edges/facts should be traversed in order to answer a question?

• Deterministic vs probabilistic reasoning: deterministic reasoning refers to the paradigm where a fixed
model is used to reason based on multiple facts while probabilistic reasoning takes a different path on
coming to a conclusion based on the frequency or probability of a set of known facts.

• Temporal-based vs non-temporal reasoning: temporal reasoning could involve reasoning over atomic
evidences distributed across long-range sequences of video frames while non-temporal reasoning is
limited to atomic evidences within static frames.

2 Cross-Modal Interactions

Reasoning requires an initial set of atomic evidences. In multimodal settings, these atomic evidences typically
include both unimodal evidences as well as multimodal correspondences. The latter requires one to model
cross-modal interactions: ways in which elements from different modalities can relate with each other and the
types of new information possibly discovered as a result of these relationships (e.g., additive [Hessel and Lee,
2020], multiplicative [Jayakumar et al., 2019]). Little work has been done in exploring the construction of
cross-modal interactions as part of reasoning processes, which leaves avenues for future exploration.

3 How do Pretrained Models Reason?

Large-scale pretrained models are known for learning powerful representations despite not explicitly modeling
the reasoning process. While powerful, the lack of a reasoning process causes them to be less interpretable as
compared to models integrating symbolic reasoning processes. Furthermore, pretrained models could be less
robust by picking up on unimodal biases [Hessel and Lee, 2020], which results from not explicitly modeling
the reasoning process.

Given their black-box nature, a natural question to ask is: how can we uncover the reasoning capabilities of a
pretrained model? In Table 1, we summarize several initial methods to answer this question.
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Method Description
Latent space visualiza-
tion [Radford et al., 2021,
Itkina et al., 2020]

In a joint vision and language embedding space, visualize whether the visual
objects and corresponding text phrases are close to each other.

Attention head inspec-
tion [Huang et al., 2019, Li
et al., 2020b]

For transformer based models, observe the attention scores in each head between
a pre-selected keyword in text and a pre-selected object patch in image.

Stress-testing [Ma et al.,
2021, Naik et al., 2018]

Inspired by how the perturbation of inputs (e.g., negation, random order)
affects the performance of NLI models, we can also perturb the input to the
multimodal reasoning model and observe the changes in output. Similarly, we
can completely remove one modality during training and see if the model is still
able to reason. We can also add counterfactual inputs and see if the model is
reasoning based on its performance.

Perception system degra-
dation [Amizadeh et al.,
2020]

Sometimes we can deliberately apply a deficient perception system (e.g., a not
well-performing ResNet-50 model) and see if the model is still able to reason
well.

Reasoning paths [Hong
et al., 2022, Yu et al., 2019,
Wei et al., 2022]

Is it possible to generate a series of short sentences that mimic the reasoning
process a person might have when responding to a question? Or can we construct
a graph/tree architecture to understand the reasoning paths?

Table 1: Attempts in understanding the reasoning capabilities of pretrained models.

4 Perception vs Reasoning

There is a need to design perception systems specifically catered to the task of visual reasoning, via embedding
inductive biases that consider reasoning during the perception stage. For example, in the case of VQA,
as we (humans) answer questions, the attention map of the visual input should change across time. In
current literature, there are end-to-end neural models that incorporate attention structures and object
relations [Hudson and Manning, 2018, Santoro et al., 2017, Hu et al., 2017]. Similarly, Chen et al. [2021]
attempts to move closer to human visual reasoning by modeling a sequence of atomic regions-of-interest and
using human eye-tracking data to learn compositions of these atomic evidences.

5 Insights from Human Reasoning

A way to coordinate reasoning modules is through perceiving it as a “Shared Global Workspace”, an idea
that originated from cognitive science [Baars, 2017]. Global Workspace Theory (GWT) can be perceived as
the mind’s stage, where conscious contents (actors) are brightly lit up (attended to). The rest of the stage is
dark (audience watching the play), which represents unconscious contents. In neural networks, interactions
between different elements or contents are typically modelled via pairwise interactions. Transformers make
use of self-attention to capture interactions from elements in other positions, object-centric architectures
make use of graph neural networks to model interactions between entities. Meta-architectures such as those
inspired by the GWT or other computational models of human reasoning could also present a path towards
more accurate and interpretable reasoning models [Goyal et al., 2021, Blum and Blum, 2021].

6 Leveraging External Knowledge

There are several directions in which external knowledge bases could be used to augment existing reasoning
models: (1) In low-resource settings, where the model does not have enough data to reason under a specific
domain, specialized knowledge bases would be helpful in facilitating the reasoning process. (2) Common
sense knowledge bases could also be helpful in imparting world knowledge to reasoning models.
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